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Transl?tion Fo. 11 

COITETETIO 17,C7,1=F1A DAY, ALGHIA 
(: '1...s.12tion) 

Ott, 5. C., Engineer E.I.0 - La conctl:_cticn du 1r=.ge de Eou-Han:.fia 

(Algerie); Special edition fron the Eociete du Bulletin Technique de la 

Suisse Romande l 1946, traen from Eulletin Technique de la Suisse Romande, 

Feb. 5, and 19, 1944._/ 

_/ The original te:ft is illustrel lis. w ich have not teen re-
produced in the transktion. 

,e .(Transleted from the L: - Iritt in collaboration with 

D. J. VPrnes, U. L. cl -1 :carve:;) 

I. Introduction 

In 1927 a vast profrran for irrition development in illgeria ra,s 

inaugurated. iz cril)ed fol. the convtruction of reveral large dams and 

the raising of older structures. 

The realization of tLis pxo;;rar, conducted hy the Irrigation Service 

of the General Grnernment of Algeria, does ':onor to the rrenc1 engineers 

who were in charge of the construction (1', )..2 

J The numbers between parentheses refer td;biLliography at end of re-c.ort. 

The trod outlook with which big protium werc solved, the bold-

ness in the conception, the caution in the execution, the careful testing 
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of new methods and the constant control of construction techniques 

based on those methods, the overcoming of difficulties inherent to 

the natural foundations, all of this is praiseworthy. 

It will be attempted here to give the reasons which influenced the 

choice of types of structures, the description of the means of execu-

tion, and finally the experiments and observations made in the course 

of construction v:ith particular emphasis on the example of Eou-Hanifia 

dam. 
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II. Geper:llitjes_op_the Algerian_dans 

In contrast to the Swiss dams, which are intended exclusively 

for the production of electric power, the Algerian dams were originally 

planned for irrigation or for suppling towns with drinking water. 

They era control structures generally located far upstream from 

the place where the water is utilized. Thus the stream itself serves 

as a feeder to the diversion works downstream. 

The scarcity of power provided by plants located in the large 

ports, where the price of imported fuel is the cheapest, gave rise to 

the idea of also equipping the irrigation dams for production of elec-

tric power to cope with the peak consumption. It is, in fact, possible 

to release a high discharge from the dams during a few hours a day. 

Distribution of this flow of water occurs downstream along the bed of 

the river and the average discharge in tended for it is hardly 

modified. 

The Algerian oued (stream) system is also different from the Swiss 

river system. It is characterized by a very weak flow with some floods 

of an exceptional intensity. Moreover, great irregularity of flow is 

noted from one year to the other. For instance, the rate of flow of 

the El Harman Oued, at its lowest, may be less than 1 m3/sec. In 

exceptional flood period, the flow reaches more than 5,000 m3/sec., 

which corresponds approximately to the Rhine at Eale during flood period. 

The ratio is 1 to 5,000. On the Oued Cheliff, the range between ex-

tremes is still greater. 

The destruction of the Oued Fergoug dam, which failed during an 
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exceptional flood in 1927, as well -a the failure of Cued-el-Yebir 

dam in runisia, shored the necessity of planning a diversion system 

for a very large flow, although the cost sometimes is nearly as high 

as the cost of the dam itself. 

Finally, most of the Algerian dam sites rest on much more un-

favorable foundation ground than those of Evitzerland. It is commonly 

impossible to find a solid rock foundation. 

1.- Classification of Algerian dam types. 

The distrilution of the different types of dams is closely related 

to the founCf,tion ground as shown cn Table I. 

Gravity drrns - Except for older structures of small importance, 

the solid concrete gravity dams which exert a very strong pressure on 

the ground are scarcely represented. The only large modern work of 

this type is the Oued Fodda dam. 

The less important gravity dam of Zardezas ras built under diffi-

cult conditions because the marly soil on which it was built presented 

a constant threat of landslides. 

The Kamiz dam is an old structure which has been raised. 

Multiple-arch dams - The multiple-arch dams, which do not load the 

ground so much but are susceptible to settling ineciurlities, are 

represented by the Beni-Eandel dam. This dam will not be discussed 

here as it has been previously described in this Review (5). 

Ksob dam, located in southern Algeria is less important. 

The dikes (rock-fill dams) - Dams of the rock-fill type, which 

adjust themselves to strong deformations of the bearing ground, are the 
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most numerous. The: require onl n little concrete, which is an im-

portant advantage in distant areas where transportation coats are high. 

Without teing entirely alike, they have common peculiarities which give 

them, so to speak, a family likeness. A trend towr.rd standardization is 

noted. This series viva begun by the Pakhaden dam, followed by the 

Ghrib, which is the largest. With its storage of 2E0 million m3, the 

Ghrib dam compares to the future Splugen reservoir planned on the Hinter-

rhein, and it could contain the Dixence reservoir six times. 

Finally the Pou-Hanifia dam completes the series. In 1941, it 

was nearing completion; only the outlet of the tailrace remained to 

be built. 

2.- Characteristics of rock-fill dams and comparison with the American 

The Algerian dams are characterized by the following features: 

Body of the dam: rock-fill (large stones carefully placed). 

Very steep slopes (for a dam). 

Accessible upstream deck. 

Drainage to control underflow. 

The large Algerian dams give the visitor an impression of 

magnitude. Their dimensions, however, are lees than those of American 

dams. As a comparison, the original text shows a few American dams 

of the same type: for example, Sen Gabriel in California, and Quabbin 

dam (9a). 

Generally the American dams, with their gentle slopes (1:3 down-

stream) are hydraulic-fill dams. The fine materials in the center 

form an impervious core, or else the core is of specially selected 
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material placed in rolled layers. The other part of the dam is of 

loose-dumped or compressed material. The materials which render the 

dam impervious are embodied within the mass and are consequently inac-

cessible, but are more economical than a waterproof apron on the 

upstream face. 

From these comparisons, it is apparent that the Algerian dams have 

a definite character which differentiates them from similar structures. 
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III. ?cu-Hanifia dam 

1. Local conditions 

The local conditions, topographic and geologic, are frankly 

unfavorable. They were descrited in detail in this Review (10). It 

may be said that without the exceptional technical means which were 

employer.' it would have involved too much risk to set such an important 

structure on such bad ground. Unfortunately, no other site permitting 

the creation of an adequate reservoir was available for the construction 

of the dam. 

The valley selected for the dam is relatively wide. The eroded 

and gullied aspect of its sides showshow much the upper slopes are 

susceptible to weathering. The strata dip upstream. Manly and sandy 

beds appear hollowed out, and the more resistant sandstone formations 

jut out. 

The geologic section at the site is as follows: 

At the base is an Eocene marl, which is impervious but settles 

under load. It is overlain by a complex of lenticular sand, marl, and 

sandstone layers of Oligocene age. The permeability of these beds, 

which are also crossed by more or less important faults, is extremely 

variable and, in places, very high. These factors made it difficult to 

insure a watertight structure. 

The permeability of the Oligocene layers is especially great and 

generally varies between 0.1 x 10-4 cm/sec. and 150 x 10-4 cm/sec. 

Some sand and gravel beds are even more permeable. Because of the 

stratification, lateral permeability is greater than the vertical 

(see table I). The Oligocene formations are also dangerously liable 
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to erosion through the action of running water. Any discharge over the 

crest of the dam could rapidly provoke the failure of the structure 

under conditions similar to the unfortunate experience of Oued Fergoug 

dam referred to previously. 

For these reasons, the spillway and the tailrace were given very 

generous dimensions. They were designed for a maximum flow of 6,000 

m3/sec. 1500 m3/sec. of which will be able to pass through the two 

diversion galleries which cut a meander of the stream. 

2. Selection of the darn type depending on the nature of the 

site, the foundation ground and materials available. 

It is obvious that a solid masonry dam was rejected immediately. 

There could have been hesitation between a flexible dam of the dike 

type with gentle earth slopes, and a rock-fill dam with steep slopes. 

For a structure of equal height, the second soluticl recjares two and 

a half times less material. 

An earth dike, in order to be economical, requires a quarry nearby 

-here material of suitable composition can be found. The placing of 

this material according to a special technique should be followed 

very carefully. If complete security is desired, it requires a long 

and precise process for which time was lacking. Moreover, any 

appreciable variation in the composition of the material in the quarry 

may lead to great difficulties. 

The risk of erosion of an earth dike at the time of an accidental 

overflow would be even more serious than with a rock-fill dom. 

Furthermore, due to the great width of its base, an earth dike is 

suitable only in the case of a valley with relatively parallel walls. 
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Finally, it wo-Ild have l'een re:yettable not to take advantage of 

the experience ac Bred at the Ghrib dam., where placing a rock fill 

was successfully accomplished and led to e:xellent results. 

In sort, the rock-fill dnm offered a greater security of execution. 

OpirOons may differ, however, and from the view of the authors of the 

project, an errth dike could Lire competed with a rock-fill dam in the 

case of Pou-hanifia. 

3. Cnractir.::::!icf; of the project. 

7or planning the Pou-Hanifia dam, Lhf. Highway Department called 

upon certain number of geologists, chemists, geo-technician engineers, 

and civil ehE4 ncerE, rnch of who: troLe-h' some original ideas. Among 

others mentioned is Frof. Terzaghi who contributed the ideas of the 

filter bed and the articulated cut-off well. Further reference to these 

structures will be made later. 

a) Defenses a; ins deformation: 

From the errliest planning stages of the project, the engineers 

took great care to avoid the detrimental effects of deformations as much 

RS possible. As it is impossible to eliminate then completely, at least 

as far as the terrain is concerned, the structures had to be designed 

so as to be able to adapt themselves to these deformations. That was 

the reason for providing articulated cut-off walls with inserted joints. 

These joints were designed to rerrit a certain amount of relntive 

disrlacement without endangering the imrerviousness of the wall. 

Settlement of the foundation ground wes calculated on the basis of 

laboratory tests. 
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The rock-fill also will suffer some deformation thro,gh its own 

weight in spite of the core which might be taken in placing the blocks. 

Consequently a flexible upstream cover, which can adapt itself to the 

deformations of its support was provided. 

In anticipation of ground settlement and movements of the rock-fill 

itself, a close network of reference marks and borings was made. The 

reference borings have a twofold purpose: they permit one to observe 

tne settlement of the deep beds as well as of the beds at the surface. 

b)Protection against erosion of the foundations (12). 

The second great precaution taken by the engineers was to eliminate 

the danger of erosion of the foundations. This danger comes mostly 

from the total lack of cohesion of some sandy formations which could be 

carried away by ground water percolating under the dam. 

Therefore a filter bed was constructed under the greatest part of 

the dam in order to retain the and and still permit water to pass 

through. 

By reducing the velocity of ground-water circulation, the filter 

bed also helps to limit the extent of the seepage zones which are con-

centrated at the downstream toe of the dam and at the points where the 

filter bed extends beyond the foundations. 

c)Protection against leakage. 

Finally, due to the very high permeability of the bedrock, it was 

necessary to develop to a maximum the watertight structures which resist 

water infiltration. 
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The following watertijht structures are included in the Bou-Hanifia 

project: 

1) a cut-off wall embedded in the impervious floor. 

2)grout curtains on the banks, starting either from the surface or 

from the tunnels. 

The three leading ideas of the project are consequently: defenses 

against dangerous deformations of the foundation ground and the dam by 

adaptation of the structures to these deformations, protection against 

erosion of the foundations, and control of leakage. 

IV. Component features of the dam proper 

Detailed description of the construction and functioning of the 

above-mentioned structures of the dam. 

1. The filter bed 

The principle of the filter bed is extremely simple. It lies in 

the concentration of the water outlet in certain points constructed so 

as to prevent the washing out of materials. The filter is composed of 

five layers which increase in grain size toward the top. The "granu-

lometre of each layer in the filter bed must be such that the grains 

cannot go through the interstices the overlying layer. 

The determination of the first layer which is in direct contact 

with the ground is the most difficult problem, as the composition of 

the ground must be considered. A rule given by Terzaghi makes it 

possible to rough out the problem. 

The first layer, which proved to be the most effective, is composed 

of dune sand with particles ranging :rom 0.1 to 0.5 mm in size. In 

order to localize the zones of seepage where water may well up, the 
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surface of the filter is divided into several panels separated by low 

walls; each panel is drained separatel; b: accessible pipes 1.10 m 

in diameter. 

The construction of the filter, which might have seemed rather 

difficult at first, proved to be relatively easy even where elopes were 

as steep as 70 percent. Supporting the filter it. ,tccomplisllod by cutting 

the beds in steps then temporarily protecting the cut faces with a coat 

of cement-gunite projected on a jute canvas. 

The functioning of the filter proved to be very antis. ctory. The 

specifications required that there should be no lasting increase of 

suspended material in the seepage water. This requirement was fulfilled 

under all conditions. An incident, which will be referred to later, 

caused the filter to work in the opposite way, but even in these com-

pletely abnormal conditions, no piping of material was observed. 

It is interesting to note how the seeps from the filter were dis-

tributed after water was first allowed to rise in the dam. 

The successive progression of the seeps could be observed as the 

storage level of the reservoir rose. A first observation was made when 

the level was at elevation 273 in December 1940, and a second one in the 

summer of 1942. In this interval the zone of seepage did not develop 

much, and it may be expected that even when the reservoir is full it 

will not affect the whole surface of the filter bed. 

Consequently, for some future projects it seems possible to replace 

a continuous horizontal filter by a network of drains also horizontal 

but discontinuous. Such a filter system would require a very detailed 

10 



	t3 - 1c1: of the dist-nces Ihe 1-1-a'nrIze pipes but would probably 

le more economical. 

several types of filters to prevent erosion may be considered. 

They are all bised on the following principle: to concentrate the 

inflow of water at points which may be organized conveniently. 

This result ma: 1:;e obtained in different ways. 

1)I.:7 a horizontal and continuous filter such as that of Bou-Hanifia, 

which does not Troduee any increase in head as the water runs out at 

the level of the foundations; 

2)By a network of vertical drains with filtering walls which will dis-

charge freely into a deep crallery and which have been conveniently 

spaced. This s:rr,cem is used at the Ghrib. It has the advantage of 

requiring very small percolating surfaces. On the other hand, it 

presents the disadvantage of increasing the head of water to a certain 

extent as the underz7round water levels are lowered and, consequently, 

leakage is sli -htly increased. 

3)A vertical continuous filter applied directly behind a cutoff wall 

could also be considered, but this system does not seem practical. 

2. The grout curtains 

a) Purpose of grouting: 

The purpose of grout curtains is (1) to reduce the leakage while 

also reducing the extent of the seepage areas (2) to diminish the 

velocity of percolating water, and thus (3) to prevent the foundation 

materials from washing away. 

11 



1) Arrangement of the grout curtains 

In plan view a main curtain and a safety curtain branch out at 

lot'l ends of the dam. On the left bank, the question is to close a 

car well defined by the "::orth fault" and the cutoff wall, whereas on 

the right bank the problem is that the curtains cannot rest entirely on 

impervious formations. A possibility of bypassing remains. The pur-

pose of the curtains here is to increase the path of percolation. 

In order to avoid useless drilling through ground above the reser-

voLr level, 4he la, ing of the curtains was accomplished from tunnels 

(;galleries) located in each hank at about the maximum water level. 

The cost of these untimbered tunnels is relatively low and is largely 

compensated by economical drilling. The tunnel on the left bank, 

located at elevation 256, cuts the middle of the curtain in order to 

reduce drilling costs which increase very rapidly with depth. 

For la.-ing the curtains, one should take advantage as much as 

possible of the natural conditions which help excavation, especially 

when the beds are e:tremely variable in composition, passing from 

sandstone to marl and from marl to sand. 

The main left-tank curtain is oriented so as to enclose, with a 

mlnimm of surface, a carefully designed canal. The safety curtain 

run: approximately along a level line, which lies at an angle to the 

main curtain. 

12 



	

	

In the course of construction, it. was of prime importance to have 

the direction of the curtains coincide with particular directions 

Rion{ which trenching is more e-sily accomplished. It is hard to 

recognize these directions which appear in marl only after long dessi-

cation. In this respect, the bent oriented curtains are the left-bank 

main curtain and ihe right-ban]: secondary curtain. On the other hand, 

the right-h-nk main curtain was much less Evitisfictory, and it was 

later thou ht usefll to complete the :Touting by digging a shaft from 

ve:ich the most danger us layers sere treated through rndial borings 

taking advint.- -e of the presence of the south fault. 

The functioning of the curtains ras also studied by means of tests 

on reduced scale -oriels . 

c) Foundation grounds: 

the foundation grounds are of v-ried permeability. A full prelim-

inar, r 4 wde through laboratory tests on samples. Briefly, 

permeability t-ls determined by taking into account the thickness of 

each bed sampled, so that a well-balanced average was obtained, where 

the wei:hts of sam:les are proportional to the tlicknesseb of the beds. 

The permeability parallel to the bedding is about five times greater 

than tr. direcLion Terpcndicular to the bedding. 

First method: 

One mot .od planned to treat only the large fissures and joints 

with cement-grouting. Grouting with chemical 'roducts would have been 

resorted to only to complement and facilit-te the cement-grouting proper. 
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Second method: 

The improvement of i-routing processes (L) brought the engineers 

to consider also the w-tertightness of the sand beds, and led to a 

reduction of leakage. Another im,ortant reason which favored a more 

elaborate treatment was thA the safety of ihe dam could le increased 

1: dlninishinR the velocity of ground water in the foundation materials, 

pa -licularl: in the easily eroded sandy layers. 

T..e question of the number of grout curtains was strongly debated. 

Ins it preferable to 11.!ve onl: one grout curtain and to concentrate 

on etting the desired result in a limited sp-tce producing an 

imrortant but very localized loss of pressure, or \TIE it Letter to plan 

for two success: tie -rout curtains? The last solution v-s finally adopted. 

In way, the losses of pressure are distributed on a larger area, 

the s3ope of the water table is less steep, and the eventual defects 

a;e lesh C.nntfrous mncl cotinertal• nee each other. 

d) 

All the injeeLlon lorinTs for Touting, were made by the rotary 

method and are 45 to C5 mn in diameteY. The loreholes were spaced from 

1.50 m to 3.50 m apart. In the sandy zones, mainly under the tunnel 

at elevation :'56, the boreholcs cased to avoid caving. 

The injections of cement were made in dovnvard staexs 3 to 4 m long. 

The absorption w's slightly increased when shorter cuts were made. 

This "rocess was advantageous near the surface lecause it prevents grout 

lcnkn;:e, but it required that the Loreholes be redrilled many times. 

An appreciable improvement in this grouting method was realized 

by a system consisting of a tube with valves (patented s:rstem). This 

tube is set in the borehole. The series of vnlves on the tul:e are at 
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different levels and work from insic:e out-Ird so th't cement can pass 

out tut injection products can:mt te forced tack into the tul:e. Inside 

the tute, a stop valve is roved upY-rd. The injection can then be 

nr,de continuously so that there is an appreciable gain of time. 

e) Choice o2 Touting proms../ 

J A more complete analysis o7 the advantaTes and disadvantages of the 
different re-Lods of chemical injection rill he found in the puhlica-
tions at end of report. 

Sus,nsions. 

It is posoil. le lo injcot su:Tensions into eo-rse-textured forma-

tions. This method is exemplified b: the claosical process of cement 

groutiv. In f'ner m-terial, slnd fer example, the —ins of cement 

in onsrension are re'-. - ned ver, near the :point of injection, the water 

from the grout is absorbed by the sail and a 1 lug forms imrediately. 

It is then nreessnr: to resort to chem'cal injcetions. This patented 

process was used on a large scale at Tcu-Hanifia dam. 

Cemcnt, marl and special clays, such no lentonite -nd others, can 

be injected as suspensions. The advantage of cement is its stability, 

but it is an expensive m-terial as compared to a natural marl. 

In some cases marl mny be snitrible, but generally it needs to be 

specially treated. As a matter of fact, if injected without special 

preparation, it may he washed out. 
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lenonile is sli-htl. super':,:. to marl, tut it presents the same 

def'ect, althouch this lecomes scr'ous only in cases of formations rith 

large cnvities. e'er;, fine textured formations, r-nds for example, form 

a s!.eletal structure rhich holds the injected products. 

rue solutions. 

In order to penetrate extremel f'ne mediums, it is necessary to 

resort to true solutions, rhic set on1.1 after a certain time. These 

are the gels. 

They have the n.1-(2-ranee of gelr.tine, and t i r own resistance is 

rel-t'rely re-0:. The: -re not intended c.o strengthen the r-round but 

simply tl ihe the:' rust lc resistant enough not 

to lc rashed sway. rort of the -routin Eou-:rni2E.t YI.1.; done by 

means of a silir-ii prev red follarin the "lodo :rocess". 

The com-o3ition is as full s: 

- ;:clution o7 sosliam 

a coailati7e, ;.;olutiun: whltev:sh or cement. 

Vier. ir ;,ilt, in co::t .-:t ':!ith the sodium silicate solution,-

a piccirit- -ef=s rhich is elinl_nn-cd Y r decantation. The supern-tant 

cic ,r has a relati-:e1, - lov viscosity (about twice that of 

rater) -110 :s penetration throu:h the finest media. The gel so 

formed is made uj, Fart]: of a sl:cleton of -elatinous silica, and partly 

of an un -talcd intramicellar 3i utd. The st-Ibility of the gel in-

creases as the un7elicd s-ilicatr flocculates. The factors which may 

cause the flocculation a2e the salts contained in solution in the -round 

water. 
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Gel of marl. 

At the beginning of the war, it v:-.c necessary to contrive a system 

of E:rovtinr less expensive thin the Cle:-.0-1 croutIng. It was also 

desiralle to reduce the consumption of sodium silicate. 

The contractor in charge of the watertight structures then per-

fected a gel which has the Pdvanta7es of both suspensions and solutions. 

Suspensions of natural marl can be ra;-hnd out. He, therefore, attempted 

to improve such susvmsions by addin7 a certain quantity of gel which 

gives them a good il.ysical rmistance washinc away. Conversely, 

the marl conained fn 'he gel is chemically more stable than the .01 

itself. 

r:1,e prepar-fon of this ;-cl of :girl is rather complex, and is 

divided in two separate s:stems. In the firrt s the dry marl is brought 

in, crushed, then mixed with water in ntxers with horizontal axes. The 

marl fu:pcnrion pas:- es c-reams which retain the coarse particles 

res'iltin;- from imperfect crushin , , bcfore it goes Into closed circuit 

c_lters, whfre a reptizing T,, oduct tr added to produce complete dis-

pcfcion o' the r-rl grains. A pump forces the maters al into the 

decaatltion vats, where an: rerr iini.na coarse material settles out. 

r_•cpqrlt!on is vera : im cr.:tant in order to obtain an extremely fine 

su:ensim al le to aenetrate into the smallest voids. In the second 

F -cter, 1; added to the concentr- 4 ed silicate. Finally, the 

floccullti.: silicate is added to the marl suspension which was mixed 

in the 'irrt -rter. T e final product is a grayish fluid which sets 

into a gal. They time required for setting can be regulated according 

to the quantity of flocculating rroduct added. It is grouted in the 

same manner as cement, tut it is an incomparably finer suspension. 
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f) Cheekin7 o7 the !--rol-Aii 

The effect3veness of groutin can le checed in different VIR:M. 

int, prior to the filling of the reservoir, the boreholes were 

te:.ted for water immediately after ,Touting. In order tc c'.eck the 

distritution of the Troutinj matezinl in the ground, a ollery was 

excavated low enow;la in the left Lank to intersect the jrouted zones. 

rlis made it possillr to deter-111e the distrilution of the 7rout 

materi.11 in the form-tions. This inspection est-Ilished the importance 

of the Lirection of the Tout curtains in relntion to the joint system. 

Check wells were ilso drilled in the of Lhe main grout 

curt-ins and 't the end of the safety grout curtains. 

Samples of the irouted formations were taken and tested in order 

to check the :ermeabiliti and to find out if the grouting material had 

wasl-el away. 

7ollowJn:- thc of !he c!loc well on the ri!;ht bank it vvis 

doemLd n (essar, lo Lnarove the trcrtment of the .:lndy aref,s 12ec,use of 

the 1'r:favor-lilt orentation of the joint sistem. 

A tiird method _ ;v:7ore fIllin: the reservoir was carried 

out 1 - pu-lpin,; in check wells located in the plane of the grout 

curtain lelor the lewel of s-turation. 
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The fillin- of the reservoir and the underground liter levels 

v:hich L:evelopcd r-:loequently were tr-co.: very closely lc,- a series of 

rienomrtric measurements. To this en=1, i networl: of boreholes wis 

equi7ped to tale the prec,sure at different levels on both sides of 

the -rout (112(: !re. The first row curtain permitted a rel-Itively 

rli -ht loss of pressure, w'ricie-kr the safety cur lain has a more pronounced 

effect. In other rrof'les, the rlicnonenon is re-creed. 

The wItertinceL; of Lhc cutoff wall was -,lso determined by 

nurercur cfc: ells vi.ich cut 4 he jcin4 L and .oncretc une:erpinning 

olJ1Luely. 

71!.rIlly, a 1-:t annlyris the Ir,q:a-e -titer w-s made 

cct 1' ele w-ts no was:Inr: a7-- in.lected r-terill. The silica 

contents of he r!vcr wes ter ori : - -11: urs 3 mar/lit lut onl- increased 

to 7 

The 1.h: the w'Iter li'cl Ic alle,rtj to rise pays -71 important 

pr t. Tt je -Cv's-lle not to 4 nere-Lc the pressure too rarld1:- in 

or(f:• to 1.crrit :11(1 lrou:ht ty the river to silt up the reservoir. 

The leakage was very small when tLe reservoir ;:.is first filled. 

The total leakage faig.all the s4 ructrres, the impervious cover of the 

darn as veil_ as the .-rout cur ''ins, w-e of the order of 170 lit/min with 

the lal-e -t elevation 273. Half of 1:15e ficure rna:,r to attributed to 

lr. Lau at the 2-out curLain: nd the cutoff Erturr.11y, it is-

nececr-ry to w-it until the level of rater reaches its maximum in order 

to draw Cefinithe conclusion::; on the effectiveness of the watertight 

structures. 
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::c& 11113 

The main roc fill dam is made of 1-r,:r 1 1 oc t s Trou-ht from a 

citvlrr 5 km sua7. The larger 7m laid by cr7•.ne, the smaller 

are Land placed. vet.: ti, ht conLtruction In V;:ich voids do not 

c::cced 2( percent is thus obtained. The volume the Foch fnl atlans 

700,000 at: onc. tb-t, of the larce 

The clap! wP,s IIlilt slog y. As i rove the coilaLi(o 'were 

compressed by the yid cf the upper on and deformn-

ti.on. The ()Tolima also El 11 t: .1.r.n -1_•icAb;s dc.7o-

the lower colirsev of the, rinsonr:. . 

The 7-.,Tactire1 /4 - - . 11 cm) -ire c11.,--h' .1z, lqrcer than:1 defor7 -.1,1.ons (7.a: 

the calculated deformrtienci e7) ihe tt,lement of the 

Olico(cre l' :F had 1.:;.er. ..'he settlement of rr...r1 occurs 

cicr:'1„ 211.2 continues for some time aftr./ th(.. lic...7.tIon of the load ._/ 

/ 7-r -r•ic.crr (• c-• ted :et i ereTZ:, (4C co 5r:(...! des very 
r C.3 ot he re rettl.ereut ( 71.) 

The retticmcnt cy" the roa fill on itLelf is iliportlnt. If a 

wonc:erfrl encire in7ented the clam in a fevi 

hou:z1 tot.:1 ce-'..ticnent ct tLo creLy'., reprevental 1;: the curve of 

cur317.1--tec: t;e'tling, rould rc ci. 1.5( In the Let-gement of 

each eciu-se :ler::: t cr• rc,c the ].cwcr time to 

::ct.',1e. The rrofl.le or the dam cilanc(cl tulLier ur:fc.ct of the deform-

t!..ons e-...,7ed the orous coatir • on the vi)stream face to 

aepartte from the stone nr.sonry. 7: it c::ffic r• E rereCied by 

instrlling hoi.izontl-1 joints fillud vit'ci z tittr-i.nous compound. 
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cr. he roc! fill reached the elc7f.Jon YO, 4;stream foot of-

the Cam under the effect of the load st-7-tiA orizenally 

ulT:itream, strong pressure aE;af_nst Ihe cutoff v.111. The effect 

r,rocrc co.116 alto 1.e olservcd ln c:rains, r:hich 

1.o open hi the joints. A dr-ith the thalvec shoved 

mct;t yronounced displacement. In short, 1,hc, d''11 had a tendency to 

c:rrand at the 1-a.e 

Dornstream, the 7o,:crent caused the 1.:.cr:17dorn of a culvert-type 

To olvlate tLis c.:1yert reed u a. 

cirrtin nye:laid by a solid mass 3f -ocIr to form a toevall, 

ro-.-cr.ents of the foot of ; -. s!... -eam face kept on, 

,n e::cessive presure on tIc: ctoff v;all vhich 

-t ILf.! 1-se and at the level of To alleviate this 

(.!.-..,(,ItThr a trench w-c, cut te...::cen the cutoff r-.]l and the face of the 

.•. trcneh cror::- ed a na.sonr:: fo:i .:;.ed a too ricid 

ri letecn the darn and +he vall 

caue of nece movemen-Is 'L to detcrn:Ine.. The 

Leld 1.eonsnle As n mittel such rovements 

ccur -t Chrit dam, vh:;CI has no filter 1(e.. ':iovever, the 

le made the roc]: fllic had a more reu,lar 

slC V:C20 1id or 71ane 1.1ccl's such as those 

t :r1Cf%, have Frolc:Ily induced a ]id al-chng vhich produced 

I c, :7I-ecrures concentrated near the faces o he dam. 
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4. Cutoff wall 

The cutoff wall e:.tends dornw-rd to the Focene rani, so that its 

total heiFht (above and below lhe -round le-Tel) is 70 r The wall is 

only 4 m tLick. 

Tv° inspection tunnels give aceeLs to the checi: boreholes of the 

joints and collect part of the seepage water from the decl, and the 

filter bed Grouting vas carricd on from the tunnels for the purpose 

of integrating the cutoff vall and the jround, Evidently, it would 

have leen possible to c::tend the cutoff wall on the left bank, but the 

increasing depth made it preferable to resort to a grout curtain. 

The cutoff wall was designed so as to avoid sh-rp bends where 

deforming stresfcs would be concentrated, 

The liorizont-1 rein'orcement at the bottom of the cutoff wall wrs 

not intended to completely prevent cracking tut rather to distrilute 

it. It has leen recogn'zed th-t large nurter of fissures pre con-

siderptly less d:Ingerous than a small nunter of vide cracks with equal 

total open*r4: 

Cy%c!:3 r - caused by the rock fill pressure has alre-dy leen mentioned. 

A system of s',reni;thenng was sought in ol-der to prevent its extension 

The envinecrs decided to install mc.tailic tic rocs to cicate a pre-

stress on the concrete of the cutoff wall. The pre-stress on concrete 

is relatively slight, about 4 kg/cm2, and world give the wall more 

resistance against Lending stresses. Moreover, plans were made to 

integrate the different fissured elemens md to grout the fissures 

without causing a general heav:I.ng 
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The metallic tie rods are set in large diameter boreholes made 

shot-drills, This method of usin': tie rods war first worked out 

on installations et Cheurfas darn but was materially improved at Eou-

Hanifia. The tie reds used at Cheurr-_s were conposed of a series of 

parallel wires end were made at the site At Eou-Eami_fia, another 

method was preferred. The cat2es were made in the factory, and pro-

vided at the upper end with cast steel hccds which are very small 

comp-rcd to the concrete heads, sever-1 cubic meters in volume, on the 

tie rods used at Cheurfas. rrle cast steel heads can be com71ctely 

emlcdded in thr cutoff wrdl. The most exactinff step is flying the 

lover part cf the cal:les. A sntisfactory result was oltaincd only 

after a long per'od of trial and error. The end of the first test cables 

had not leen provided with a ferrule, and the expansion of the cables 

caused the concrete to "curst.. difficulty was overcome by properly 

spacing the loose ends cf the different str-nds over a length of 4 m 

and ty attacIlLnu to each a ET n1 fc rrulc made of three foils of hard 

steel. The lower end of each entle is serlcd into place ty means of a 

cement routing tuic which goes down to the b-se cf the cable. 

To allow fret nct!on in the upper part of the tie rod, each str-nd 

is first co. ted with a tituminous mixture, in the present case with 

"flinthoten, then covered with a cloth strip_ Cevent:i-ci,;ht cables 

were inct-lled on the whcic tr:se of the cutoff r-11 Their average 

2spacing is one to ever:, 4 to 5 m . 
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	The cutoff is nrlicul-q- d by nmerous joints which permit 

certain rel-tive displacements. The original project called for a 

rather complex system of joints each of which consisted of a ring-shaped 

annular space containing bitumen. Every joint was completed by a shcet-

met-1 :roove fitted to eachside of the joint When the bitumen WPS 

first nourcd in these joints, an unexpected difficulty rose. Due to 

the presence of seepage ::ter, the hot bitumen (DO, not adhere well and 

perfect sell w:s imposE,ible. It 1;a;, then decided to change the ar-

rancercnt of the joints. S4 nce thr sc4,tlement of the strv.ctui.e uns 

largely complete, cement grouting was used in the joints instead of 

the :-?astic 1::tunen, If the joints open ao the result of further move-

ments, adeitional groutin,:r can r117.1:: be made. DurinL: construction, 

therefole, the holes :cre fi12ft: with fine grrvel, Lhe injection tubes 

were placcd at different levels and the grouting was carried on. Then 

the upper parts of the holes rirr closed with a reinforced concrete slab 

The construction of the cutoff w-11 was carried on by alternate 

timbered e;:cavat!ons about 10 to 15 m long. 

At the beginning, quicksand raised great cnfficultics, Lec-use drain-

age of the drill holes by pumping resulted in the removal of the fine 

natcrials 



 

	

 

Instead of pumping, therefore, the whole water table vr,s lowered. 

Drain shrifts, about S m apart, were dug all around the excavations 

for the cutoff rail. The nature of the drains made it necessary to 

ec,uip each borehole iirst with a sand filter, teen with a metallic filter.. 

The pumps were of the reciprocating type used for deep boring. The 

discharge of drainage w s quite variable, ranging between 0 and 30 

lit/min for each shaft. 

Lecausc the formations were finely bedded, drainage occurred 

through a steady drip of water from all the stmt i•oceci in the shafts, 

rather than by a real lowering of the v-tcr tlble. 

Thanks to this radical, but expensive, method, the excavations for 

the cutoff walls were carried on without any incident . 

5. The impervious deck 

The necessity of having a flexible cover -;:e sufficiently 

es - dished by the movements of the roch fill which have been described 

previously. 

The cover is composed firet of a smoothing layer of porous concrete 

applied directly on the rock fill. This layer is made in panels divided 

by horizontal joints which are filled with a bituminous mixture; thus, 

any differential movement of the structure will not cause separation of 

the flexible coat from the rock fill. 

The porous concrete is coated with bitumen which was dissolved in 

gasoline, to aid the adhesion of the bituminous material to the concrete. 

The bituminous mix is placed in 2 ln:(crs 6 cm thick. The fir: t layer 

includes a "Zimmermann" lattice which prevents large tearing. The 

bituminous mix was laid by means of telpher line for the low part of 
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the deck, a.ld ty a traveling crane for the upper part, 

The bituminous mix is similar to th-A used for road surfacing, 

A complctc study wPs required to obtain the optimum comrosition. 

Labolatory tests were carried on at Lou-Hanifia 

The impervious deck is exposed to harsh conditions. The tempera-

ture of a black body exposed tc the sun may reach 70°C. By use of a 

protective cover over the bituminous mix the maximum temperature vas 

reduced to 45°C. The slope of the dam face rc:ches 125 percent so 

that the bituminous mix has tc be rigid enough not to flow down the 

slope in warm weather. On the other hand, it must be plastic enough 

to conform to deforr-tions of the dam even at low temperature Con-

sequently the optimum composition had to Le found. Ey choosing an 

aggregate with a minimum of voids and 0. dense bitumen (penetration 

1C/20) a rigid material was ottnincd, but it extremely difficult to 

work and to place. By increasing, the percent of 1.•nes in the aggregate 

and the bitumen content, placingas made easier, but the risk of flar-

ing increased. A sntisfactory solution between the two extremes wrs 

found. Tlw sizing of the agircL-tc for the bite en cover is as follows: 

Diarcter of the r:rnins Percent of each size 'raction Cumulative total 
percent 

Fine gravels 

larger than 25 mm 2 9 100 

25/18 17,64 97.10 

18/12 14 . 65 7q.64 

12/5 1".96 64.81 

6- 75 44,85 
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Diareter of the rrains Percent of each size fraction Cumulative total 
percent 

Sands. nnd filler 

2.5/c.r3 mrn 10.17 3%10 

o C3/C.28 13.90 :7,93 

o.e/c.1 4.28 14.03 

smaller than 0.1 9.75 

For litumen (20/30 penetr-tion) contcnt a proporion percent of the 

ire; -It of r- ry materi-ls vas used. 

The cover protecting the imr2(rviour rlech is reinforced with con-

tinuous prrallel rims, e:: ending from top to bottom of the face. These 

were rut up and relded at the site. The protective cover is suspended 

by its reinforcement from the crest of the dam. A layer of paper vas 

placed under the protective cover in order to allow it to move inde-

pendently from the impervious Litunincus deck 

The tituminous ves put in place from a movable vorhing plat-

form. It vas comr-__ctcd by means of an ol-lique roller vhch vas suspended 

from the crest of the dam so ti:-_t it cruld move horizontally across the 

face. Tests h-ve shown that rolling made from top to tottom, although 

technically more simple, produces waves at the surfc,ce of the bituminous 

concrete. 
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The junction between the deck and the cutoff vc11 constituted a 

particularly difficult problem. The open trench between the base of 

the upstream face and the cutoff wr12 to le able to contract as 

mo,:ements of the structures were not yet compl,tely st-,bilized. It 

w .s decided to fill it with a bituminous mixture, which is strongly 

compressible and impervious. The whole thing ms then covered with a 

blanket composed of 7 cotton cloths which vezc plastered with an 

emulsion of nflintkote" at the time of 

When the reservcir was firLt filled this device caused great dis-

appointment. Under the increaslng plessure of the water, which then 

reached a depth of about 15 m, the material poured into the joint 

compressed to such extent th-t the impervious cloths flattened out 

and finally tore on some projecting points. A leak, which was later 

located by means of fluorescein dye tests, developed, and a discharge 

of about 800 lit/Min escaped thrcuh the hcie. 

Although this incident fortun-Ael: did not have serious consequences, 

it necessitated removing the water which had already accumulated behind 

the dam. This was done by pumping the lower trench, as no drainage had 

been provided for the water 1,etreen the base of the upstream coffer-

dam and the dam itself. 

Following this incident, the joint between the cutoff wall and the 

impervious deck was changed. A V-shaped trench provided with concrete 

keys was built and overlaid with a bitu:-!inous blanket covering the head 

of the cutoff wall. 
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V. Construction cf the s-ilL:ay and tailrace 

1. 7-rious designs 

The snillwa:- is one of the t; -!.r7ict,,.cs ';;Y_ch underwent the rost 

rodification in thc course of The project called for 

the construction of a tr?.1-x23-

The first plan wrw-. to ir t.he Clrlet el-(luendoul rav:The to 

d!.Echare. directl: in the Oue(.71 :11:nrient was the 

s:lort.rt. 

As soon the 04 —'7 -- -t-'- 7-ndsUdes occi.u.l.cd and the alignment 

had to be carried norUI in:co 1-Iteau in order to _lave 

the tailrace in formatioi, uj Le MOYC ::cund (10). 

numerous ant. C71 Terc dug !7.nd a FeA.es of 

•deplcssions in Ile 1 rw.te; LiZs trade it 

necer,s-lry to loIrcl- tic rf canal floor. The spillway sill 

i.also moved do-.7n;:tri.:n7 o: ri::e in the r':rl, 

• n 1.). 11.1:s 

In 1937, then the c)cawat!on:. . cot 1.7)13des 

started on the canal 

The most serious _;round r.overicnts, *lowever, a,,peared at the inter-

section of the canal thf. v11.1.y where the c7n11 vas to join 

the stre%m bed. These landslide:: increased and affected a large volume 

of :round. 

They are attributed to the '1'.sin.tion of the marl through 

ground-::ter lction. In tsliz; the round water is strongly alkaline 

and charged with sulphates and 11kAline c..rtonates. 
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3. The trapezoidal shape replaced by a semicircular profile 

Following Prof. Caquot's advice, it vas decided to give up the 

trapezoidal profile and to put in z lined sericircullr c%nnl which 

would resist pressure much Letter. 

The idea for this modification v.“.3 developed as follovv: 

The landslides were loellizc'd in the lover Quaternary manly forma-

tions, whereas the upper layers of the Quaternary, composed of con-

glomerates and grrvels, wcro less slalcct to landslides in spite of 

being much faulted. The semicircular lining acted somehow as an 

inverted arch with its abutments resting on the stronger upper forma-

tions. 

Whereas the lining for the trapezoidal canal was to he made of 

concrete grouted in place behind a 1-rge rolling form, an entirely 

different method was adopted for the semicircular lining. The latter 

is made of pre-cast concrete blocks designed after certain standardized 

t:pes. These large blocks were laid by crane. 

The downstream landslide zone also “1.iatred changing and e;:tending 

the alignment. Deepening the bottom of the canal was avoided. On the 

other hand, the end of the tailrace was placed on loose formations, 

carefully rolled. 
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4. Corrosion of concrete by gypsiferous vr..ter 

The water, running through m,r1 rich in salts and pyrite, rns 

highly charged and gypsiferousj and hence corrosion of the concrete 

J Sulphates expressed in L03: 0.5 to 2 gr/lit. 

was dreaded. To meet this eventua2ity, the sill of the spillway was 

provided with a concrete lining of aluminous cercnt; only the core was 

made of Portland cement. :urther downstream, the lining w,s protected 

by another layer designed to prevent the contact of the ground water 

rith the concrete. It was soon found out that even the aluninous 

cement did not resist the corrosive action of the water. This is prob-

ably due to the strong, alkalnit:,_/ as it is knovn that aluninous 

J Alkalinity expressed in CaO: 23 mg/lit. 

cement resists sulphated water perfectly if the solution is neutral 

(11). To prevent further corrosion of the concrete, a drainage trench 

vas dug around the structures of the spillway crest. 
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5. Function'ng of the stilling basin 

ne force of ?inter which corn©s into the stream bed at a very high 

velocity (mo-e than 10 m/sec) had to he Iroken. 

The stilling basin, under construction in 1941, is a large circular 

basin, 100 m in diameter, with a beveled upper lip. Its purpose is 

not to stop erosion of the streambed hut to prevent it from working up-

stream. 

Functioning: The jet of water coming from the tailrace forms two 

symmetrical eddies, which strike ag-inst the outside wall of the still-

ing basin and flow over it. The impact against the wall sufficiently 

reduces the velocity so that materinl in suspension is deposited and 

cannot act as a scouring agent to undercut the structure. 

VI. Conclusions 

The description of the structures ,:tves an idea of the complex 

problems which have to be solved, often in a very short time, to success-

fully carry out a large scale project such as Bou-Hanifia under such 

difficult conditions. 

All the obstacles which nature accumulated day after day were finally 

overcome thanks to the tenacitz,of the engineers and to the perfect 

collaboration between the directors and the different contractors in 

charge of construction. 

Among large irrigation projects, the Bou-Hanifia dam is a remarkable 

example showing what modern techniques can accomplish in spite of very 

unfavorable circumstances. 
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